Presenting Solutions to Increase Simultaneous Call in VOIP System by SIP Protocol - Based Media Server
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Abstract: By development of multi-media in networks, the borders among networks are changed and all networks are approaching to be united. Unity of data, video and voice networks in one network has many advantages and disadvantages for users and servers. One of the disadvantages is unwanted events in network including load increase, jitter, information packet loss, delay and etc. and all these lead into low quality of voice and disconnection during simultaneous call. The use of multimedia server is one of the efficient ways to improve VOIP. We can enable the video conferences to transit information packets by media servers, so we can say: media servers can be used as core component for VOIP. In this research work, assessing of media servers is done by simulators that they produce RTP’s connections, in additions as an experimental components SEMS that it’s a source of media server, is used for asserting the quality by doing packets information with SIP. We can observe that the more increase of connections and pass of the certain threshold, the less of quality. In addition, the other performance metrics such as error rate And packet lost are asserted. The identification of load saturation points and the efforts to eliminate disturbing factors during the increase of simultaneous call in this telephone system, can present quality-based approach to servers of these networks.
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1. Introduction

Today, with the technology progress and creating data networks (e.g. internet) and using these networks for voice transmission, a new method is created in telecommunication connection and it is called VOIP technology or “Voice. Over Internet Protocol” and the networks based on this technology are called VOIP networks.

Due to various facilities providing for users, these networks are welcomed as they are considered as the alternative of current telecommunication networks.

Any new technology has some limitations. One of the problems of data-based networks is the problem of increase of simultaneous call in them. This study attempts to evaluate that in a SIP¹-based VOIP telephone system, by increasing participants in a voice conference simultaneously, media server behavior is changed and then by the results of experiment and experience, proposed solutions to increase calls in this telephone system as network can be defined. In the test, open source media service as called SEMS² is applied. The results of test can be used to increase call in each network-based telephone system.

Regarding the evaluation of media service performance, there are various researches as follows:

In reference [1], a hash table is used to test the trend of SIP on virtual media server. In this study by a SIP proxy, about 5 thousands calls were established with different times and after the evaluation of outputs, it was shown that by the increase of calls about 300 calls per seconds, due to losing signal, unsuccessful call rates were increased.

¹Session Initiation Protocol
²SIP Express Media Server
Based on hash table system, this trend is improved and is initiated from 300 to 500 calls per seconds.

In reference [2], two parts of SIP software as one server and another one customer is used to send signaling traffic and the rate of calls is increased from 5 calls to 60 calls simultaneously per seconds and a call control system is considered to be used for terminating the remaining calls exceeding 3.5m, about 37% of calls are in time out and are finished before being terminated by controller [3].

The paper is structured as follows. The second section is dedicated to the introduction of VOIP telephone system and its advantages to old communication lines. Third section is about the evaluation of SIP protocol as the protocol playing the main role in creating calls. Fourth section introduces media server and voice conferences and constituent elements of a conference. Finally, fifth section is regarding the evaluation of media server and its test in terms of RTP load. Final section is about the results of discussions and solutions to increase simultaneous call in VOIP system by SIP protocol-based media.

2. What Is VOIP

VOIP is the technology providing data network for telephone conversations. By VOIP, human voice is sent via IP information packets and via data-based network as internet [4]. In other words, VOIP technology is a set of hardware and software enabling us to use data network as transition mediator for telephone calls [5].

2.1. The Advantages of VOIP over PSTN

In case of using PSTN, users pay the time cost by the company responsible for PSTN line (telecommunication), more than one person is not communicated simultaneously [6]. In VOIP technology, we can talk simultaneously with more than one without any extra cost. Also data is exchanged during talking (e.g. image, chart and video images). VOIP service provides all services presented by ordinary phone [7][8].

2.2. VOIP Defects in Contrast with PSTN

Because of connecting VOIP to the internet, invaders may be able to do something such as cut the connection, over hearing or interrupting in this service [9][10].

Unlike old phone lines, when the electricity goes out, we cannot use VOIP. This causes some problems in security system in the houses and in that time, there is lack of access to emergency calls.

Also, as the internet's issues, perhaps we can't receive internet packets that they were sent. This problem causes some disadvantages in VOIP system.

3. SIP Protocol

Protocol means a set of rules determining the information exchange. VOIP system works on network and we need a communication language or protocol for data transmission.

SIP is an application-layer control (signaling) protocol for creating, modifying and terminating sessions with one or more participants. [11][12] The invitations sent by SIP are used for sessions on IP network [13].

3.1. Important Elements of SIP

- User agent (UA) creates SIP transactions or responds alone.
- User agent client (UAC) creates SIP requests and accepts responses and reactions of SIP.
- User agent server (UAS) gets SIP requests and sends the responses.

3.2. SIP Requests

SIP requests are the messages being sent from customer to server to call for SIP operation and most important examples are as follows:

- INVITE or invitation: It is a method showing that invitation client is invited to participate in a network.
- ACK: ACK request shows that a client agent of the last request has received an invitation. ACK is used continuously for 200 OKs.
- BYE: An UA uses BYE request to terminate old session. Connection by SIP is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Connection by SIP.

For a two-party session, if a message is sent by user agent, the proxy sends two messages of Trying and Ringing to the user agent and if the invitation is accepted, a 200OK message is sent to user agent and user agent acknowledges the message of OK. RTP or voice and video stream can be exchanged among them. [14] If the user agent attempts to terminate the session, BYE message is sent to server proxy and to respond this request, by sending message acknowledges the termination of session.
4. The Role of Media Server in Voice Conference

The history of media server was at the same time with the history of automatic clock and automatic teller in 1960. In 1990, a great revolution was occurred in independent message transmission from fax and voice conference servers and in 1998-1999, media servers were similar to new forms. The example of the performance of media server is conference services. These services by combining voice streams send it for all participants in conference.

4.1. Constituents of Voice Conferences

Generally, connection sessions with multiple participants are recognized as conference [15]. A voice conference is composed of conference server and participants. Conference server is composed of a focus and a mixer. Focus is in control of conference and mixer attempts to transfer multi-media RTP stream among participants [16].

4.2. SEMS Media Server

The main duty of a media server is processing mass media stream. The following Figure shows the architecture of a simple media server.

Some of the most important duties of a media server are as follows:
- Combining media stream in conference and its re-sending to participants
- Conversion of text to speech
- Automatic detection of voice

SEMS media server [17] in VOIP services based on SIP can be used. SEMS has an internal focus acting as its control sector.

5. A Method to Evaluate Media Server and Presenting Solution to Increase Simultaneous Calls in It

In this paper, we evaluate SEMS media server and use the conference service of this media server.

The following Table expresses the test conditions. To test this test, encoder-decoder G711 as free and standard is used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System</td>
<td>Pentium IV- 1.86GHZ / 3096MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directing system</td>
<td>Pentium IV- 1.86GHZ / 3096MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic transmitter</td>
<td>Pentium IV- 1.86GHZ / 3096MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media server</td>
<td>Pentium IV- 1.86GHZ / 3096MB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4 shows the location of media server and SIP in test.

All tests as explained later are performed under equal conditions and after sending background load or warming media server. It is worth to mention that in these tests, rate of 10 calls per seconds is considered and 40 seconds RTP on server is sent. In the first test in this study, the aim of study is to test load, we want to evaluate what happens to CPU load by increasing the number of participants in conference? As shown, when the number of participants in conference is more than 190, the processor load reaches 100% and the number of participants in this conference shouldn’t be more than 75 and the load is not above 80%. CPU load can be dependent upon applied hardware and type of directing system.

In this study, we try to investigate the cause of losing
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packets and jitter in this system.

Generally, the reasons of packets loss, signal reduction in network, saturation of communication links, defect hardware and the method of routing in routers. As the media server has limited memory and limited processing resources, by increasing the number of participants in server conference, it reaches saturation level and the percent of packets loss is increased. As shown in the following Figure, if the number of participants exceeds 75, packets loss is increased as sudden but the number of participants achieves 75, the percent of packets loss is about 3% as acceptable for an encoder-decoder G.711 acceptable. In some papers [18], quality of maximum value service is by one percent.

By packets loss, we can expect jitter phenomenon. One of the most important indices in evaluation of VOIP service quality is jitter. Jitter in network can be due to traffic, change of routing and even bad configuration of device. In this test, as server capacity is limited, by increasing the number of callers, disturbance is made between media streams combination with their re-distribution among participants and jitter is occurred.

![CPU load chart by increasing the number of participants.](image1)

![The chart of number of lost information packets by increasing the number of participants.](image2)
6. Conclusion

In this study, it was shown that by increasing the number of participants in a conference, media server is saturated after a definite point and no new participant is accepted. The main goal of simultaneous calls is quality. Thus, evaluation of RTP loan on media server can present service-quality based attitude but at signaling level, it is only zero and one and we can be aware of making or not making calls (number of calls).

It is observed that after passing saturation point, connection is established in media but lack of quality avoids continuing work.

Thus, based on the test and experiences, we can use the following methods to achieve the increase of number of simultaneous calls in a VOIP system:

- Increasing the capacity of servers by combining two or some servers as the number of callers is increased and no problem is made in combination and distribution of media streams.
- In writing programming for VOIP telephone system, we should try to have an optimal application. The main purpose of efficient plan is only support your needs of one call or conference call in VOIP.
- During telephone conference, if the number of callers is high, recording conversation is avoided to prevent server to be involved other affairs.
- For the entire system, only a protocol is used, for example applied protocols in receiver and transmitter are both SIP. Use of different protocols in transmitter and receiver causes spending more time to exchange their language to each other and the function of system is decreasing.
- Codecs of voice transmission are similar to make the application as optimal. As codecs of voice transmission aren't same, it causes waste of time and waste of some calls when at the same time the calls increase.
- We shouldn’t use compressing Codecs of voice transmission as these Codecs reduce bandwidth, they reduce quality in information packets and number of callers are similar at a time.

Knowing the methods of increasing the number of simultaneous calls in VOIP systems and reaching saturation points and acquiring them can be of great importance for VOIP servers.
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